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Chapter

Toward Clarifying Human 
Information Processing by 
Analyzing Big Data: Making 
Criteria for Individual Traits in 
Digital Society
Keiko Tsujioka

Abstract

The purpose of this research is to solve those problems in education by indi-
cating criteria for individual differences of cognitive mechanism when students 
interact using digital devices so that teachers would be able to instruct students 
with appropriate teaching strategies in collaborative learning. From the results of 
experiments for clarifying information processing by analyzing students’ vari-
ous data (Big Data processing), there was a tendency of an interaction comparing 
students’ performance with the first and the second semesters between visual type 
and auditory type.

Keywords: individual differences, human information processing, criteria,  
cognitive schemas, decision-making, personality, prediction of behavior

1. Introduction

About two decades ago, digital instrument has begun to prevail in society, 
and the arrival of peoples’ cognitive revolution has been forecasted [1]. Teachers 
also have begun to concern with the behavior of learners, so-called digital kids or 
students, because the latest technologies and information have been introduced 
one after another at the present field of education. On the other hand, however, 
it is questionable whether those technologies and information are understood 
conveniently.

Practically, it seems difficult for teachers to find out teaching strategies with 
using appropriate digital devices. It is not clear what has changed since the 
digital transformation of society and what are the causes of the change and their 
effects, because the individual differences of cognitive mechanism have not been 
clarified yet.

Accordingly, we have developed the measurements of individual traits concern-
ing with human information processing as a fundamental research so that teachers 
might be able to understand those students more and instruct them appropriately 
depending on the criteria for individual traits.
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The experiments of this system have been conducted under conditions of 
presentations either sound voice or written letters. We have collected and analyzed 
various data, for instance, their replies and response time (decision-making time), 
after their listening or silent reading.

In the practical experiments of collaborative learning which have formed 
depending on students’ individual traits, they have continuously had interactive 
communication among team members, even using text message through learning 
management system (LMS). Consequently, high-stake assessments of students have 
become significantly higher than those of previous students formed by traditional 
methods [2]. On the other hand, we have found that there were differences among 
teams when we have compared their results.

We have checked students’ data concerning learning, for instance, their reports, 
text message among team members for subjects so that we can analyze those data 
with reaction time (decision-making time), and the so-called Big Data processing 
and analysis [3]. The purpose of this Big Data analysis is to clarify the cognitive 
mechanism during learning processes along with the hypothesis from the model of 
human information processing.

With results of Big Data analysis, we have found that there are two types of traits 
(visual type and auditory type) and they have proved the relation between those 
traits of information processing and learning effects in collaborative learning. For 
instance, members of an unsuccessful team have formed by the similar traits of 
information processing (three of four members), in contrast, those of a successful 
team has consisted of different traits.

Therefore, it is supposed that individual traits such as personality and cognitive 
style in terms of information processing might help teachers to make collective 
decisions, for example, instruction and forming team members. Consequently, we 
would like to propose the results of the measurements and analysis as criteria for 
teaching strategies so that teachers can make their decision for forming interactive 
team members from the prediction of students’ behavior.

2. Previous study

We will need to refer to the previous study when we address to find the method 
on how to indicate changing cognitive mechanism caused by transforming to digital 
society. We have become able to communicate each other in real time from distance 
by exchanging mails, text message, and other social network system instead of 
audio media like telephone and videoconference system (Figure 1).

Figure 1. 
Conceptual diagram of paper vs. digital.
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It is supposed from reaction time that it is not the same information processing 
by communication media of sound voice and letters because the different organs 
perceive and input various kinds of information which are not transformed to the 
same digital encoding [4]. Though the same grammar, words, and meaning are 
consisted in one language, they are used by different media: sound voice and letters. 
From aspects of grammar and meaning, they are similar media; it might make their 
features clear when they are compared with decision time which is measured from 
beginning of presenting a short sentence by each media until individual decision-
making of participants, like the comparison of familiarity between them in terms of 
words [5].

With regard to those learning effects, it is reported that comprehension is 
higher in reading the texts aloud than silent reading [6]. Moreover, it is reported the 
experiment, whether participants read letters silently changing them into sound or 
not, has shown that the former cases are better comprehensions than latter ones [7].

There is another question, however, whether this result is always right or not, 
because there are two kinds of orthographic in Japanese case, which are kana 
and kanji (a phonogram and an ideogram) [8, 9]. In the case of an ideogram, we 
understand the meaning as a symbol without changing to sound phonetically. 
From those reasons, it is assumed that the orthography like Japanese kanji might 
bring about individual differences of cognitive style regarding to information 
processing [10].

3. System

3.1 Model of information processing

According to previous study, the model of information processing for one 
short sentence is devised (Figure 2). At first, information about letters con-
sisted of a sentence presented as a subject would be perceived (a: input), and 
then they would be conveyed and processed with a series of letters or a block of 
words in order to be comprehended (b: problem solving). Next, the meaning of 
the information would be decided (c: decision-making); then the result of the 
decision for meaning would be encoded to perception which would be process-
ing next information continuously (d: feedback control). The procedure from 
(a) to (b), (b) to (c), (c) to (d) would be repeatedly until the problem of the 
subject would be solved and selected the answer (h: decision-making) and then 
output it (i).

While those processing might be continued repeatedly, another feedback 
control might transfer the meaning of words from (c) to higher brain functions 

Figure 2. 
Model of human information processing system.
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by image schema (e) in order to confirm existing meaning or concept of those 
words or sentences. When those words or sentences are unknown for subjects, 
they might refer to existing concepts which were constructed by perception of 
other organs, and then their own new concepts would be reconstructed (f) before 
decision-making for meaning of words or sentences (c) and adjusted by feed-
forward control (g).When you are citing sources, the citations should be set in a 
numbered format. All the references given in the list of references should be cited 
in the body of the text. Please set citations in square brackets keeping the below 
points in mind.

3.2 Hypothesis

There would be two types of traits hypothetically, visual type and auditory 
type, from the model of information processing. In the case of visual type, 
information might be mainly processing a circle of (a)→(b)→(c)→(d) repeat-
edly, and then finally decision-making would be done on (h)→(i) processing. On 
the other hand, in the case of auditory type, they might add another processing 
circle of (e)→(f)→(g). In this case, they might be referred to the existed concept 
which has been constructed by auditory information processing. From those 
viewpoints.

Hypothesis 1: In the case of auditory type, letters are supposed to be encoded 
to phonological sound. Consequently, the correlation coefficient between deci-
sion time and the number of words or duration of reading aloud (sound voice 
presentation) might be higher than those of visual type.

Hypothesis 2: The decision time of visual type is faster than those of auditory 
type because the former ones are supposed to not transform words from letters to 
sound.

In the next section, we will prove whether those hypotheses are correct or not by 
experiments.

4. Methods

Questionnaires of personality inventory for a psychological testing (YGPI) have 
been presented one by one as experimental subjects [Appendices 1 and 2]. YGPI 
consisted of 120 questionnaires with one short sentence each. Because of making 
the reliability of the test higher, those questionnaires are presented by reading 
aloud to subjects in order to fixed interval for selecting answers. It is important 
for a coefficient of confidence  that subjects are brought  about replying in time by 
effort because those regulations make their mental state similar.

For that reason, in the case of  testing by paper and pencil, questionnaires of 
YGPI are not presented by written letters, but sound voice. On the other hand, 
in the case of  testing on display, even presenting them by written letters are 
controlled the interval of the same condition as sound voice. Accordingly, when 
we have developed measuring system for cognitive traits of language information 
processing in terms of   written letters, we decided to regulate time of presenting, 
along with each questionnaire by sound voice.

Participants are required to evaluate their behavior in everyday life whether the 
questionnaire is the same or not comparing with those of themselves and chose the 
answer among “yes,” “no,” and “either one” within 3 s after finishing the presenta-
tion of a questionnaire. As an instruction of testing, participants are also required to 
reply quickly without deliberating on making decision in order to prevent from no 
choice within the time.
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4.1 Pilot

4.1.1 Purpose of pilot experiments

The aim of pilot experiments is to find out what have been changed in digital 
society from cognitive aspects in education. Along with this purpose, experiments 
and analysis are planned. In the field of education, we are able to choose media, 
such as sound voice or written letters, using digital materials, for instance, digital 
textbook and electronic blackboard. Accordingly, we have planned experiments 
for two kinds of comparison between sheet (paper)/PC and sound voice/letters.

4.1.2 Experiment 1

(1) Subjects: Three kinds of experiments (presenting questionnaires by sound 
voice and reply on the sheet (OCR), presenting questionnaires by sound voice and 
reply on display, and presenting questionnaires by written letters and reply on dis-
play). (2) Participants: 29 high school students of the first grade (male 13, female 16).

4.1.3 Experiment 2

(1) Subjects: Three kinds of experiments (presenting questionnaires by written 
letters and reply on the sheet (OCR), presenting questionnaires by written letters 
and reply on display, and presenting questionnaires by sound voice and reply on 
display). (2) Participants: 7 university students (male 5, female 2).

4.2 Preliminary experiments

4.2.1 Purpose of preliminary experiments

The purpose of preliminary experiments is to validate reproducibility concern-
ing with the calibration of measuring system, the method of testing, and the results 
of analysis (comparison between visual type and auditory type).

4.2.2 Subjects of preliminary experiment

Under the same quality and conditions, experiments of presenting question-
naires by sound voice or written letters and replying on display have planned twice 
with counterbalance of the order.

4.2.3 Participants

Students of the same university, 28 females of freshmen.

4.2.4 Duration

From January to March in 2015.

4.3 Practical experiment

4.3.1 Purpose of practical experiment

The aim of a practical experiment is to examine the validity of criteria for traits 
of cognitive style in terms of information processing.
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4.3.2 Participants

Students of the same university, 98 females of freshmen.

4.3.3 Method

Before starting classes, two kinds of testing, sound voice and letters, have been 
planned along with the method of preliminary experiments. The members of teams 
will be decided for collaborative learning depending on their personality which is 
measured by sound voice experiment. The observations in class will be recorded on 
their learning process. The interaction on LMS among members of their team will 
be also observed and recorded. The other data, for instance, results of performance 
(high-stake assessments) and reports (low-stake assessments), decision time of 
YGPI, and so on, will be gathered.

4.3.4 Duration

From April in 2015 to March in 2016.

4.4 Methods of analysis

The purpose of these analyses is to make traits of cognitive type in terms of 
information processing clear by comparing correlation between the number of 
words and duration of presenting sound voice (Table 1) and decision time.

4.4.1 Pilot

Each average of decision time will be calculated for every number of words; 
those figures will be shown by graphs. Next, different media such as paper, digital, 
sound voice, and letters have been compared.

4.4.2 Preliminary experiments

Each average of decision time will be calculated for every number of words; 
those figures will be shown by graphs. Next, it will be compared by the same media 
between first and second experiment. And then, it will compare the strength of 
correlations and variance by standard deviations.

The criteria, which are decided by the correlation coefficient between duration 
of presenting sound voice and decision time (Table 2), will decide the type—
whether visual or auditory. Then, the decision time will be compared between those 
two types.

Table 1. 
The number of words and its frequency and duration.
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4.4.3 Practical experiments

After gathering data of 98 participants by measuring decision time, they will be  
divided into visual or auditory type depending on the criteria which is decided by 
the preliminary experiment.

And then, whether this criteria of two types are verified or not by comparing  
results of decision time between preliminary and practical experiments.

Moreover, the results of students’ performance practically will be compared by  
two types between first and second semesters.

5. Results

5.1 Results of pilot

1. Comparison between digital and paper materials
The average of decision time by digital was faster than those of paper 

(Figures 3 and 4), and the correlations with the number of words of digital were 
stronger than those of paper (Tables 2 and 3).

Table 2. 
Correlation coefficient (pilot experiments 1).

Figure 3. 
Comparison of decision time during testing with paper or digital presented questionnaires by sound voice 
(paper or display) and leteers on display.
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2. Comparison between sound voice and letters media

The average of decision time of sound voice presentation was longer than those 
of letters (Figure 4).

5.2 Results of preliminary experiment

1. Verifying reproducibility
From the results of presentation by sound voice, there were no differences 

observed in terms of the average of decision time for each number of words 
between first and second experiment, in addition to correlation coefficient and 
dispersion (Figures 5 and 6). In the case of letter presentation, the results of 
comparison between the first and the second experiment were similar to those of 
sound voice, but the second average of decision time was faster than the first ones 
(Figure 6).

It is supposed the dispersion of decision time of letter presentation is larger and 
caused individual differences when comparing with sound voice presentation.

2. Comparison between visual and auditory type
There was no difference between visual and auditory type regarding the average 

of decision time and correlation coefficients (Figure 7).

Table 3. 
Correlation coefficient (pilot experiments 2).

Figure 4. 
Comparison of decision time during testing with paper and digital presented quessionnaires by letters on paper 
or display and sound voice with digital.
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Figure 5. 
Comparison of decision time between the first and the second by sound voice.

Figure 6. 
Comparison of decision time between the first and the second by letters.

Figure 7. 
Comparison of decision time between visual and auditory type by sound voice.
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In the presentation of letter case, the average of decision time for visual type was 
faster than auditory type (Figure 8, Table 4).

Figure 8. 
Comparison of decision time between visual and auditory type presented by letters.

Table 4. 
Criteria of cognitive style for information processing.

Figure 9. 
Comparison of decision time between visual and auditory type presented by sound voice (practical 
experiment).
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Because there were observed similar results between the first and the second 
experiment, it is supposed the reproducibility of measurements, method of analy-
sis, and the criteria are verified.

5.3 Results of practical experiment

There were 12 students of visual type and 31 students of auditory type, accord-
ing to the criteria of cognitive type in terms of information processing. There were 
no differences of the results in sound voice presentation between types regarding to 
the average of decision time depending on the number of words (Figure 9). In con-
trast, there were differences of the results in letter presentation between two types, 
regarding the average of decision time and the strength of correlation between 
decision time and the number of words (Figure 10). The tendency of a reciproca-
tion between visual and auditory type concerning with the results of students’ 
performance between the first and the second semester (Figure 11) was observed.

Figure 10. 
Comparison of decision time between visual and auditory type presented by letters (practical experiment).

Figure 11. 
Comparison of students’ performance the first and second semester between visual and auditory type.
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6. Discussion

6.1 What has been changed in digital society?

We have implemented the comparative experiments comparing paper and digi-
tal materials based on model of information processing (Figure 2). The results of 
measurements of individual decision time by digital materials were observed faster 
than those of paper. It was supposed to be caused more strongly by time constraints 
of digital materials than paper ones. In other words, it seems that the periods of 
time for decision-making were more unrestricted in condition of paper materials 
than digital ones. In the paper material case, participants were free to fill in their 
answers on sheets after the next presentation of questionnaire has been begun; on 
the other hand, in the digital material case, the display has already moved to the 
next page; then they were not able to reply their previous answer. From this reason, 
it was supposed the decision time by paper materials is longer than digital ones.

Especially in the presentation of letter case, participants were free to read silent 
questionnaires on the sheet freely, and then their decision time has become longer 
than others. In the PC case, each questionnaire is presented on display, and when 
the next questionnaire is presented, the display is moved to the next page at the 
same time by automatic migration from the program. From those reasons, in the 
letter presentation case, participants are not allowed to read previous question-
naires again after the display moved to the next page. It seems that the correlation 
between decision time and the number of words in digital materials case becomes 
higher than those of paper.

Through the basis of these results, there is more strict time in the digital mate-
rial case, and this condition might have effects on decision time. In other words, 
participants might have been affected on their mental state in the digital material 
condition because they might feel that they need to decide strictly faster than paper 
ones. From those results, time bar has been added on display so that participants 
can feel more comfortable reducing their anxiety.

6.2 Toward clarifying information processing

Preliminary experiments have been conducted to examine the reproducibility 
for calibration of measurements toward a practical experiment. It is supposed that 
the reproducibility has been recognized because there were little differences in 
results regarding to the average of decision time between the first and the second 
experiments. The correlation coefficient of decision time with period of reading 
aloud (presented questionnaires by sound voice), comparing  between Experiment 
1 and Experiment 2, were similar without significantly differences. Concerning 
with the standard deviation of decision time, the case of letter presentation has 
been larger than sound voice case. It means that there exist individual differences in 
traits of cognitive style regarding to information processing.

Accordingly, the criteria of visual and auditory type have been decided provi-
sionally by measurement of decision time depending on correlation coefficients 
with duration of sound voice presentation time. The results of the examination 
showed that there were no differences of decision time of sound voice presentation; 
on the other hand, in the case of letter presentation, the average of decision time for 
visual type is significantly faster than those of auditory type. Moreover, in the case 
of auditory type, the correlation coefficients between decision time and duration of 
sound voice presentation have been higher than visual type. For those results, it is 
supposed the hypothesis by the model of information processing is examined and 
proved (Figure 2).
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6.3 Effects of changing

Those results of preliminary experiments have proved the validity by practi-
cal experiments with 98 participants (Figures 9 and 10). The indicator of learn-
ing effectiveness by high-stake assessment on their performance has shown the 
tendency of two-factor interaction between visual type and auditory type. From 
the interpretation on the model of information processing (Figure 2), it is sup-
posed that there might be more opportunities for auditory type to reconstruct 
their concepts from various information when they are learning than visual type.

6.4 Teaching strategies

We have studied about the optimization of forming team members (collective 
decision-making) by personality (individual decision-making) as teaching strate-
gies [11]. In this case, it is presumed that the learning effect has been improved 
by interactive communication among team members smoothly, comparing with 
traditional method of team forming which had decided by order of a student num-
ber. On the other hand, when the team members were decided by their personality 
in order to improve their performance in practical class, there were successful or 
unsuccessful teams. Looking at cognitive types, the latter has involved the same 
type of traits (three of four) with regard to the information processing but not per-
sonality. From this viewpoint, it is suggested that the method of optimization of 
forming team members might have been better with criteria for traits of cognitive 
type in terms of information processing in order to improve learning effectiveness.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have conducted experiments toward clarifying human infor-
mation processing and examined the influence of digital materials in education. 
Moreover, the criteria for individual differences of information processing have 
indicated the impact on learning effectiveness. Consequently, the criteria of 
students’ individual traits might help teachers make their plans, such as teaching 
strategies. It is also supposed that the appropriateness has been proved by the 
results of analyzing various data concerning with learning, for instance, stu-
dents’ performance, reports, and observation in class. On the whole:

1. What have been changed by digital materials, and what are the causes and how 
the effects have prevailed?

In education, the materials have been transformed from paper to digital. From 
the results of our research, it is suggested that the time limitation of digital materi-
als might be strict more strongly than paper and it might have caused their anxiety 
for learners carrying their mental baggage.

2. There have been increasing opportunities of communication by text media like 
SNS in real time.

From the results of those experiments, it is assumed that the learning by digi-
tal materials with texts might have been caused by clearing individual differences 
of cognitive style concerning with information processing and effect on learning.

3. From the results of Big Data analyzing, it was assumed that the criteria for 
traits of cognitive style in terms of information processing by letters might 
suggest teaching strategies.
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A.Appendix 1

B.Appendix 2
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